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Abstract

This paper aims at proposing a comprehensive control framework designed for
cooperative transportation of a heavy load by two humanoid robots. First, a
simplified dynamic model of the cooperative task is developed and the system
stability is rigorously analyzed. Next, a centralized controller is formulated, this
formulation provides an optimal control of the system by considering the robots
dynamical stability while satisfying the robot-object-robot constraints. Finally,
the controller is integrated with an arm controller and a local planner mod-
ule forming a complete framework for cooperative transportation tasks. The
approach is thoroughly analyzed and validated in simulation, and experiments
are carried out on a team of two Nao humanoid robots transporting a range
of objects placed on a small table. The experimental results pointed out the
robustness of the approach as the robots successfully accomplished the trans-
portation tasks in a stable way, moreover the transported objects masses were
up to half the mass of one of the robot. Besides increasing the robot payload,
some of the transported objects are relatively large and it is simply impossible
for a single robot to transport them.

Keywords: Humanoid robot, Control, Legged locomotion, Robot-Robot
Cooperation

1. Introduction

The human-like structure of humanoid robots enables them to perform a
variety of tasks, such as climbing a ladder and driving a car; tasks that cannot
be achieved using traditional wheeled robots. However, this increased mobility
comes at a price as some of the simplest chores such as object manipulation and
transportation can become challenging tasks. The main limitations with respect
to object handling and transportation tasks come from humanoid robots delicate
dynamic balance and the usually low power-to-weight ratio of the humanoid
robot actuators .

Since object transportation is one of the most common tasks for a robot,
it is important for humanoids to be able to efficiently handle them in order to
enact their capacity in real-life situations.
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Figure 1: A team of two humanoid robots cooperating to transport an object among obstacles

To this end, one of the most interesting options is to have multiple robots
cooperating in order to carry heavy and/or large object as shown in Fig. 1.
Although simpler solutions such as using a wheeled-cart [15, 29] can achieve
great results, cooperative transportation has the advantage of not requiring
any external tool, thus it is a promising option in precarious and unknown
environments such as the scene of a natural disaster. However, cooperation
between robots requires particular considerations at both motion planning and
control levels.

2. Related Work

There are two main challenges that arise when two robots are rigidly linked
together :

1. The robots motion planning modules must be linked and synchronized in
such a way that they move in a coherent manner.

2. The robots controllers must also be connected to make sure they don’t
compete with each other while trying to maximize their own balance in-
stead of ensuring the whole system stability and overall performance.

Previous works in both robot-robot and robot-human interaction can provide
insights into how to deal with both challenges.

2.1. Leader-Slave Cooperation

There are multiple ways of planning the displacement of a robot-object-robot
(or a human) system in the environment. The simplest one requires defining
only the trajectory of one of the agents that is considered the leader. It is
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an approach that is often used in human-robot cooperation [1, 6, 35] where
the human acts as the leader and the robot simply follows along with the car-
ried object acting as a haptic interface between the human and the robot. A
drawback is that complex coordinated motions that are usually required in a
cluttered environment are not possible with this strategy. Furthermore, in a
human-robot cooperation, the human can greatly reduce the imperfection in
the haptic feedback by adapting his motions with the robot actions, however,
in the case of a robot-robot scenario, the interaction force between the agents
can increase rapidly. In [33], the Leader-Slave approach has been implemented
on two HRP-2 robots with the slave robot using Force/Torque (F/T) sensors
in the wrist to infer the intention/motion of the leader. Using this method, the
leader robot velocity must be limited to consider the lag in the measurements of
the force by the slave robot. Despite the relatively small velocity of the robots,
strong interaction forces were measured during the experiments. Of course, it is
expected that the results would be far worse if the robots were not equipped with
F/T sensors as is the case for the majority of small or medium-sized humanoid
robots.

2.2. Symmetry Control Framework

The authors in [34] proposed a control framework for multiple humanoids
transporting an object where the input is a trajectory for the transported object
and a desired internal force. Then, the trajectories for the hands of each robot
are generated from the object desired trajectory and the robots footsteps are
finally produced in order to keep the feet at a constant position from the center
of the object.

From a motion planning point of view, it makes more sense to specify the
trajectory of the object rather than the trajectory of one of the robots as done
in the master-slave approach. However, keeping the robot always at a fixed
position from each other severely reduce the set of feasible motions, some of
which might be needed in complex environments.

An interesting aspect of the framework is the possibility of specifying an in-
ternal force as this force could be useful when transporting a deformable object.
However, the authors only present the most practical case where the desired in-
ternal force is set to zero. The interaction force between a robot and the object
is limited by moving the arms using a force control loop that uses measurements
from F/T sensors in the robot wrists. As a consequence, the robustness of the
framework highly depends on the performance of the force sensor akin to the
master-slave approach. Furthermore, the pattern generator does not consider
the whole system dynamic, but instead it is only treated as an inverse kinemat-
ics problem where constraints on the feet and the torso of a robot are computed
by each robot pattern generator and the hand position constraints are supplied
by a high-level motion planner. The approach exhibited a good performance
in simulation with a transported object of negligible mass and the interaction
force between the robot kept low by using the force control loop of the arms.

In [25], the authors used two Darwin-OP robots to transport a small stretcher.
The proposed approach used a separate control schemes for each robot where the
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footsteps were synchronized using communication over a wireless network. The
distance between the robots was also monitored using the embedded camera of
the robots. Therefore, the problem was treated more as a synchronization task
in terms of footstep timing and relative displacement. However, the dynamic
was simplified as the stretcher had a negligible mass, moreover, no interaction
force was applied to the robots since the stretcher could easily slide into the
robot grippers.

2.3. Centralized Controller

In [27, 28], a thorough strategy for planning is presented as the whole system
footprint consisting of the two humanoid robots and of the transported object
is considered in the motion planning phase. Using this approach, the robots can
effectively use their arms to execute more complex motions such as sharp turns
in tight corners. The biggest challenge with this strategy is ensuring that the
robots are accurately following their respective trajectory and in a synchronized
manner. The strategy used by the authors is to separate the navigation into
two tasks: the first one is for each robot to follow its respective trajectory and
the second is to respect the desired distance between the robots. Therefore,
each robot must locate itself in the world frame as well as with respect to
the other robot. A similar approach was investigated in [18], where all the
possible positional errors (vertical misalignment, horizontal misalignment, etc.)
between two humanoid robots are estimated and the optimal strategies to bring
the system back to the desired state are found using Q-learning methods.

This sort of approach is efficient in cases where the agents are not directly
linked together such as drone flying in formation, but as it has been shown by
the authors of both papers, it is often not sufficient in the case of rigidly linked
humanoid robots where the acceptable margin of error is really small.

Up to our knowledge, the most complete approach is probably the one pre-
sented in [5], where the authors propose a general framework for humanoid
robots enabling them to execute any task by considering all the kinematic and
dynamic constraints. Unfortunately, the computational requirements of this
approach makes it currently unadapted for real-life scenarios.

3. Contributions

The main contributions in this work are:

• Designing a control framework allowing two humanoid robots to efficiently
execute a cooperative transportation task of a heavy or large load. The
stability of the closed-loop control system is also thoroughly analyzed.

• The implementation and validation of the framework on two Nao hu-
manoid robots. Even though the proposed framework is general enough
to be applied to any advanced high-end humanoid robot, such as HRP
series, ATLAS or Toro robots, we show that it can also be implemented
on small or medium-sized humanoid robots having limited hardware and
computational capabilities, such as a Nao robot.
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Figure 2: Global architecture: central modules are executed on an external PC and embedded
modules are executed on the robot on-board computer.

The global architecture of the developed framework to carry out the coop-
erative transportation task is shown in Fig. 2. The main differences between
our approach and those presented in Sec. 2:

1. From Fig. 2 and the connected centralized and embedded (decentralized)
modules, one can figure out that our strategy clearly differs from the
master-slave and centralized approaches.

2. It differs from the symmetry control strategy as the robots are given the
possibility to have a variable distance between them. To cope with this
variation, we propose a control strategy that is based on estimating the
internal force, more details are in Sec. 4 and 5.

The next subsections briefly present each module separately.

3.1. Global Planner

The role of the global planner is to find a valid path for the system (robot-
object-robot) to reach the desired goal (position and orientation). This can be
a particularly complex task in the case of two rigidly linked humanoid robots
since there are a lot of degrees of freedom. In our previous works [27, 28],
we investigated the problem and came up with a lattice-based graph planner
that uses motion primitives to reduce the set of possible motions. Using this
approach, it is possible to easily tweak the planner to take into account the
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Figure 3: A footstep planner is used as a local planner to follow a global trajectory, which is
in blue line, among obstacles

limitations and abilities of different robots. This paper does not focus on the
global planner and the framework is independent of the actual implementation of
this module as long as it provides a high-level command for the system whether
it is an operator command or a global path provided by a planning algorithm.

3.2. Local Planner

The local planner module manages the navigation of the robots. In other
words, the local planner provides a high-level command to the humanoid robots
to follow the desired global plan as shown in Fig. 3. Typical high-level motion
commands for humanoid robots are speed reference [16] or footsteps [10].

In the case of a cooperative transportation task, another role of the local
planner is to ensure the synchronization of the robots displacements. Indeed,
if one robot is progressing more rapidly than the other one for various reasons
(slipping, external disturbance, etc.), the system will rapidly become unstable
since the transported object ties them together. In this case, changing the foot-
steps is the preferable high-level control command as it gives an accurate control
over the displacement of each robot. The local planner module is discussed in
section 7.

3.3. ZMP Preview Controller

The objective of the ZMP preview controller is to plan the Center of Mass
(CoM) trajectories in order to ensure the robots dynamical balance and pro-
viding the high-level command for the footstep module. A popular approach
is the model predictive control [20] which uses a simplified model of the robot
dynamics. This module is central since it has an immediate control over the
robot motions contrarily to the local planner that can only modify the footsteps
at discrete intervals. In our previous works [27, 28], we treated cooperative
transportation as a kinematic problem since we didn’t consider the particular
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dynamic of this task. Hence, the approach was validated with the robots car-
rying a flexible table of negligible weight, thereby limiting the interaction force.
As the motion of each robot directly impacts the other one via the transported
object, a centralized controller is the preferable option in this case. In Section
5, the dynamic equations of the cooperative transportation task is analyzed.
Section 6 presents our controller formulation.

3.4. Arm Controller

In human-robot and robot-robot cooperative system, the arms often play an
important role since the interaction between the agents usually occurs through
them. It is also the case for cooperative transportation, and as such special
attention is given to the control of the arms during the task. In Section 4, the
particular dynamic behavior and stability of the humanoid-object-humanoid
system are presented and the relevance of having compliant arms during the
task is discussed.

4. Compliance Control of the Robot Arms

One of the biggest challenges with cooperative transportation by two hu-
manoid robots is that commonly used stabilization strategies [31] are no longer
valid. This is because those approaches assume that all external forces applied
to the humanoid robot are undesirable and must be compensated. However,
when two robots are rigidly linked together, the main source of disturbance is
the interaction between the robots. Therefore, it is no longer desirable to try
to compensate for the force, but instead the robots must comply with it.

In such a situation, the controller must act rapidly to re-establish stability
by reducing the perturbing interaction force. In a human-robot scenario, the
human can quickly and actively rectify the situation and act accordingly. It is
a more complex problem in a robot-robot collaborative transportation scenario.
This is because the controller can either modify the desired ZMP trajectory or
keep that trajectory and modify the CoM trajectory instead. The first solution is
done by modifying the footsteps to bring the robot back to the desired relative
position with respect to its partner. The second option can be achieved by
moving the arms, thereby maintaining control of the robot torso/CoM.

Modifying the footsteps is the only solution that can really bring the system
back to its desired state, but it is quite slow. That is why an important part of
any humanoid robot interaction system is the implementation of a compliance
control. Indeed, most work [8, 30, 33, 34] in robot-robot and human-robot
cooperation have implemented some sort of compliance of the robot arms as a
way to ensure the robot balance while executing the interaction task.

The most widely documented method in the literature for implementing arm
compliance with position-controlled humanoid robot is based on an impedance
control loop of the end-effector position. The control law is usually given by:

xm = x− xr

Fc = D ẍm + B ẋm + K xm
(1)
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where xm is the difference between the actual, x, and desired position, xr, of the
hands, D is the desired (apparent) inertia, B is the desired damping coefficient
and K is the desired stiffness coefficient.

Using this method and assuming that the external force Fc can be accu-
rately measured, the arms of a position-controlled robot can become actively
compliant. In most cases, the external force Fc is obtained with six-axis F/T
sensors located in the robot wrists. Even though this approach has been proven
to be efficient, a lot of humanoid robots are not equipped with such sensors,
thus the external force must be estimated using less reliable methods [4, 14, 24].
In the next section, the dynamic of the cooperative transportation task by two
humanoids is analyzed.

5. ZMP Dynamic for Two Humanoid Robots Transporting an Object

Let us consider a system consisting of two humanoid robots transporting
a mass of m0 as depicted in Fig. 4. In the sequel, we refer to the robot
moving forward in the direction of the displacement as robot 1 and the robot
moving backward as robot 2. It is assumed that the robots arms move under
the influence of an external force modeled with the impedance control law in
Eq.(1). Additionally, only the stiffness component in (1) is considered as it is
assumed to be the main component of the compliance.

m0
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Mc2
<latexit sha1_base64="Pu/d0rQTvmFy4RixTGQGWCMwO38=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FL16ECvYD2hA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cftxUFHwwcDjvRlm5kWZ4Np43odTWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D9zDo45Oc8WwzVKRql5ENQousW24EdjLFNIkEtiNJldzv3uPSvNU3plphkFCR5LHnFFjpe5NWLCwPgvdql/zFiB/kyqs0Ard98EwZXmC0jBBte77XmaCgirDmcBZZZBrzCib0BH2LZU0QR0Ui3Nn5MwqQxKnypY0ZKF+nShoovU0iWxnQs1Y//Tm4m9ePzfxZVBwmeUGJVsuinNBTErmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEKV/4XQqdd8r+bfNqrNxiqOMpzAKZyDDxfQhGtoQRsYTOABnuDZyZxH58V5XbaWnNXMMXyD8/YJBFePTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pu/d0rQTvmFy4RixTGQGWCMwO38=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FL16ECvYD2hA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cftxUFHwwcDjvRlm5kWZ4Np43odTWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D9zDo45Oc8WwzVKRql5ENQousW24EdjLFNIkEtiNJldzv3uPSvNU3plphkFCR5LHnFFjpe5NWLCwPgvdql/zFiB/kyqs0Ard98EwZXmC0jBBte77XmaCgirDmcBZZZBrzCib0BH2LZU0QR0Ui3Nn5MwqQxKnypY0ZKF+nShoovU0iWxnQs1Y//Tm4m9ePzfxZVBwmeUGJVsuinNBTErmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEKV/4XQqdd8r+bfNqrNxiqOMpzAKZyDDxfQhGtoQRsYTOABnuDZyZxH58V5XbaWnNXMMXyD8/YJBFePTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pu/d0rQTvmFy4RixTGQGWCMwO38=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FL16ECvYD2hA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cftxUFHwwcDjvRlm5kWZ4Np43odTWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D9zDo45Oc8WwzVKRql5ENQousW24EdjLFNIkEtiNJldzv3uPSvNU3plphkFCR5LHnFFjpe5NWLCwPgvdql/zFiB/kyqs0Ard98EwZXmC0jBBte77XmaCgirDmcBZZZBrzCib0BH2LZU0QR0Ui3Nn5MwqQxKnypY0ZKF+nShoovU0iWxnQs1Y//Tm4m9ePzfxZVBwmeUGJVsuinNBTErmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEKV/4XQqdd8r+bfNqrNxiqOMpzAKZyDDxfQhGtoQRsYTOABnuDZyZxH58V5XbaWnNXMMXyD8/YJBFePTQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Pu/d0rQTvmFy4RixTGQGWCMwO38=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FL16ECvYD2hA220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ILx4U8erv8ea/cftxUFHwwcDjvRlm5kWZ4Np43odTWlvf2Nwqb1d2dvf2D9zDo45Oc8WwzVKRql5ENQousW24EdjLFNIkEtiNJldzv3uPSvNU3plphkFCR5LHnFFjpe5NWLCwPgvdql/zFiB/kyqs0Ard98EwZXmC0jBBte77XmaCgirDmcBZZZBrzCib0BH2LZU0QR0Ui3Nn5MwqQxKnypY0ZKF+nShoovU0iWxnQs1Y//Tm4m9ePzfxZVBwmeUGJVsuinNBTErmv5MhV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbEKV/4XQqdd8r+bfNqrNxiqOMpzAKZyDDxfQhGtoQRsYTOABnuDZyZxH58V5XbaWnNXMMXyD8/YJBFePTQ==</latexit>

ẍc1
<latexit sha1_base64="Gq5GDd0/+buWARsEsr7d22hN2lI=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26GSyCq5KIoO4KblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwcyPWkC9x40LFrb/izr9x+lioKHjgwuGce7mHE2WCG3DdD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3XGzu7N0blmjKfKqF0LyKGCS6ZDxwE62WakTQSrBuNL6Z+95Zpw5W8hknGgpQMJU84JWClsFEfxLGC4q4MCxp6JQ4bTa/lzoD/Jk20QCdsvA9iRfOUSaCCGNP33AyCgmjgVLCyNsgNywgdkyHrWypJykxQzIKX+NAqMU6UtiMBz9SvFwVJjZmkkd1MCYzMT28q/ub1c0jOgoLLLAcm6fxRkgsMCk9bwDHXjIKYWEKo5jYrpiOiCQXbVe1/JfjHrfOWd3XSbJ8s2qiifXSAjpCHTlEbXaIO8hFFOXpAT+jZuXcenRfndb5acRY3e+gbnLdPK6GS6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gq5GDd0/+buWARsEsr7d22hN2lI=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26GSyCq5KIoO4KblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwcyPWkC9x40LFrb/izr9x+lioKHjgwuGce7mHE2WCG3DdD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3XGzu7N0blmjKfKqF0LyKGCS6ZDxwE62WakTQSrBuNL6Z+95Zpw5W8hknGgpQMJU84JWClsFEfxLGC4q4MCxp6JQ4bTa/lzoD/Jk20QCdsvA9iRfOUSaCCGNP33AyCgmjgVLCyNsgNywgdkyHrWypJykxQzIKX+NAqMU6UtiMBz9SvFwVJjZmkkd1MCYzMT28q/ub1c0jOgoLLLAcm6fxRkgsMCk9bwDHXjIKYWEKo5jYrpiOiCQXbVe1/JfjHrfOWd3XSbJ8s2qiifXSAjpCHTlEbXaIO8hFFOXpAT+jZuXcenRfndb5acRY3e+gbnLdPK6GS6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gq5GDd0/+buWARsEsr7d22hN2lI=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26GSyCq5KIoO4KblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwcyPWkC9x40LFrb/izr9x+lioKHjgwuGce7mHE2WCG3DdD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3XGzu7N0blmjKfKqF0LyKGCS6ZDxwE62WakTQSrBuNL6Z+95Zpw5W8hknGgpQMJU84JWClsFEfxLGC4q4MCxp6JQ4bTa/lzoD/Jk20QCdsvA9iRfOUSaCCGNP33AyCgmjgVLCyNsgNywgdkyHrWypJykxQzIKX+NAqMU6UtiMBz9SvFwVJjZmkkd1MCYzMT28q/ub1c0jOgoLLLAcm6fxRkgsMCk9bwDHXjIKYWEKo5jYrpiOiCQXbVe1/JfjHrfOWd3XSbJ8s2qiifXSAjpCHTlEbXaIO8hFFOXpAT+jZuXcenRfndb5acRY3e+gbnLdPK6GS6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Gq5GDd0/+buWARsEsr7d22hN2lI=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PVl26GSyCq5KIoO4KblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwcyPWkC9x40LFrb/izr9x+lioKHjgwuGce7mHE2WCG3DdD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3XGzu7N0blmjKfKqF0LyKGCS6ZDxwE62WakTQSrBuNL6Z+95Zpw5W8hknGgpQMJU84JWClsFEfxLGC4q4MCxp6JQ4bTa/lzoD/Jk20QCdsvA9iRfOUSaCCGNP33AyCgmjgVLCyNsgNywgdkyHrWypJykxQzIKX+NAqMU6UtiMBz9SvFwVJjZmkkd1MCYzMT28q/ub1c0jOgoLLLAcm6fxRkgsMCk9bwDHXjIKYWEKo5jYrpiOiCQXbVe1/JfjHrfOWd3XSbJ8s2qiifXSAjpCHTlEbXaIO8hFFOXpAT+jZuXcenRfndb5acRY3e+gbnLdPK6GS6w==</latexit>

ẍc2
<latexit sha1_base64="MJZOmdrIFN+uUtlTPmTXcJCMvYg=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KUgroruHFZwdhCG8JkMmmHTjJh5kasIV/ixoWKW3/FnX/j9LFQUfDAhcM593IPJ8wE1+A4H1ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tmt23v7N1rmijKPSiFVPySaCZ4yDzgI1s8UI0koWC+cXMz83i1Tmsv0GqYZ8xMySnnMKQEjBXZ9GEUSirsyKGjQKnFgN9ymMwf+mzTQEt3Afh9GkuYJS4EKovXAdTLwC6KAU8HK2jDXLCN0QkZsYGhKEqb9Yh68xMdGiXAslZkU8Fz9elGQROtpEprNhMBY//Rm4m/eIIf4zC94muXAUrp4FOcCg8SzFnDEFaMgpoYQqrjJiumYKELBdFX7Xwleq3nedK/ajU572UYVHaIjdIJcdIo66BJ1kYcoytEDekLP1r31aL1Yr4vVirW8OUDfYL19Ai0mkuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MJZOmdrIFN+uUtlTPmTXcJCMvYg=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KUgroruHFZwdhCG8JkMmmHTjJh5kasIV/ixoWKW3/FnX/j9LFQUfDAhcM593IPJ8wE1+A4H1ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tmt23v7N1rmijKPSiFVPySaCZ4yDzgI1s8UI0koWC+cXMz83i1Tmsv0GqYZ8xMySnnMKQEjBXZ9GEUSirsyKGjQKnFgN9ymMwf+mzTQEt3Afh9GkuYJS4EKovXAdTLwC6KAU8HK2jDXLCN0QkZsYGhKEqb9Yh68xMdGiXAslZkU8Fz9elGQROtpEprNhMBY//Rm4m/eIIf4zC94muXAUrp4FOcCg8SzFnDEFaMgpoYQqrjJiumYKELBdFX7Xwleq3nedK/ajU572UYVHaIjdIJcdIo66BJ1kYcoytEDekLP1r31aL1Yr4vVirW8OUDfYL19Ai0mkuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MJZOmdrIFN+uUtlTPmTXcJCMvYg=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KUgroruHFZwdhCG8JkMmmHTjJh5kasIV/ixoWKW3/FnX/j9LFQUfDAhcM593IPJ8wE1+A4H1ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tmt23v7N1rmijKPSiFVPySaCZ4yDzgI1s8UI0koWC+cXMz83i1Tmsv0GqYZ8xMySnnMKQEjBXZ9GEUSirsyKGjQKnFgN9ymMwf+mzTQEt3Afh9GkuYJS4EKovXAdTLwC6KAU8HK2jDXLCN0QkZsYGhKEqb9Yh68xMdGiXAslZkU8Fz9elGQROtpEprNhMBY//Rm4m/eIIf4zC94muXAUrp4FOcCg8SzFnDEFaMgpoYQqrjJiumYKELBdFX7Xwleq3nedK/ajU572UYVHaIjdIJcdIo66BJ1kYcoytEDekLP1r31aL1Yr4vVirW8OUDfYL19Ai0mkuw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MJZOmdrIFN+uUtlTPmTXcJCMvYg=">AAAB93icjVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5KUgroruHFZwdhCG8JkMmmHTjJh5kasIV/ixoWKW3/FnX/j9LFQUfDAhcM593IPJ8wE1+A4H1ZlZXVtfaO6Wdva3tmt23v7N1rmijKPSiFVPySaCZ4yDzgI1s8UI0koWC+cXMz83i1Tmsv0GqYZ8xMySnnMKQEjBXZ9GEUSirsyKGjQKnFgN9ymMwf+mzTQEt3Afh9GkuYJS4EKovXAdTLwC6KAU8HK2jDXLCN0QkZsYGhKEqb9Yh68xMdGiXAslZkU8Fz9elGQROtpEprNhMBY//Rm4m/eIIf4zC94muXAUrp4FOcCg8SzFnDEFaMgpoYQqrjJiumYKELBdFX7Xwleq3nedK/ajU572UYVHaIjdIJcdIo66BJ1kYcoytEDekLP1r31aL1Yr4vVirW8OUDfYL19Ai0mkuw=</latexit>

ẍ0
<latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit>

ẍ0
<latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DHlaCFaJbgIDlydb1RRPzNMvzck=">AAAB83icjVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqqQiqLuCG5cVjC20oUwmk3boZBJnbool5DvcuFBx68+482+cPhYqCh64cDjnXu7hBKkUBl33wyktLa+srpXXKxubW9s71d29W5NkmnGPJTLRnYAaLoXiHgqUvJNqTuNA8nYwupz67THXRiTqBicp92M6UCISjKKV/F4YJpjfF/3cLUi/WmvU3RnI36QGC7T61fdemLAs5gqZpMZ0G26Kfk41CiZ5UellhqeUjeiAdy1VNObGz2ehC3JklZBEibajkMzUrxc5jY2ZxIHdjCkOzU9vKv7mdTOMzv1cqDRDrtj8UZRJggmZNkBCoTlDObGEMi1sVsKGVFOGtqfK/0rwTuoX9cb1aa15umijDAdwCMfQgDNowhW0wAMGd/AAT/DsjJ1H58V5na+WnMXNPnyD8/YJN9+R4w==</latexit>

K2
<latexit sha1_base64="gn2FuxLD3jvBuL4N9q28pEkPzNw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvAheKlhbaEPZbCft0s0m7m6EEvonvHhQ8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48etBxqhi2WCxi1QmoRsEltgw3AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hrmt59QaR7LezNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs1OkFYXbbr0375Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n83un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw0s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiaz58mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqKSDcFbfnmVtGrVq6p3V6806nkaRTiBUzgHDy6gATfQhBYwEPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDJR6PiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gn2FuxLD3jvBuL4N9q28pEkPzNw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvAheKlhbaEPZbCft0s0m7m6EEvonvHhQ8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48etBxqhi2WCxi1QmoRsEltgw3AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hrmt59QaR7LezNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs1OkFYXbbr0375Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n83un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw0s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiaz58mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqKSDcFbfnmVtGrVq6p3V6806nkaRTiBUzgHDy6gATfQhBYwEPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDJR6PiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gn2FuxLD3jvBuL4N9q28pEkPzNw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvAheKlhbaEPZbCft0s0m7m6EEvonvHhQ8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48etBxqhi2WCxi1QmoRsEltgw3AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hrmt59QaR7LezNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs1OkFYXbbr0375Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n83un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw0s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiaz58mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqKSDcFbfnmVtGrVq6p3V6806nkaRTiBUzgHDy6gATfQhBYwEPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDJR6PiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gn2FuxLD3jvBuL4N9q28pEkPzNw=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvAheKlhbaEPZbCft0s0m7m6EEvonvHhQ8erv8ea/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0gE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48etBxqhi2WCxi1QmoRsEltgw3AjuJQhoFAtvB+Hrmt59QaR7LezNJ0I/oUPKQM2qs1OkFYXbbr0375Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNPvlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBpqZdqTCgb0yF2LZU0Qu1n83un5MwqAxLGypY0ZK7+nshopPUkCmxnRM1IL3sz8T+vm5rw0s+4TFKDki0WhakgJiaz58mAK2RGTCyhTHF7K2EjqigzNqKSDcFbfnmVtGrVq6p3V6806nkaRTiBUzgHDy6gATfQhBYwEPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWgtOPnMMfyB8/kDJR6PiA==</latexit>

K1
<latexit sha1_base64="OM9392tVPeiha+NQ5ZJ8l6Ru5Jg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FL4KXCsYW2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNOM+S2Si2yE1XArFfRQoeTvVnMah5K1wdD31W09cG5GoexynPIjpQIlIMIpWanfDKL/teZNetebW3RnIMvEKUoMCzV71q9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST6pdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks3sn5MQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzJ9nvSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0EVVsCN7iy8vEP6tf1b2781rjvEijDEdwDKfgwQU04Aaa4AMDCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz8jmo+H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OM9392tVPeiha+NQ5ZJ8l6Ru5Jg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FL4KXCsYW2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNOM+S2Si2yE1XArFfRQoeTvVnMah5K1wdD31W09cG5GoexynPIjpQIlIMIpWanfDKL/teZNetebW3RnIMvEKUoMCzV71q9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST6pdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks3sn5MQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzJ9nvSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0EVVsCN7iy8vEP6tf1b2781rjvEijDEdwDKfgwQU04Aaa4AMDCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz8jmo+H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OM9392tVPeiha+NQ5ZJ8l6Ru5Jg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FL4KXCsYW2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNOM+S2Si2yE1XArFfRQoeTvVnMah5K1wdD31W09cG5GoexynPIjpQIlIMIpWanfDKL/teZNetebW3RnIMvEKUoMCzV71q9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST6pdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks3sn5MQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzJ9nvSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0EVVsCN7iy8vEP6tf1b2781rjvEijDEdwDKfgwQU04Aaa4AMDCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz8jmo+H</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OM9392tVPeiha+NQ5ZJ8l6Ru5Jg=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG8FL4KXCsYW2lA22027dLOJuxOhhP4JLx5UvPp7vPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLrut1NaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHDybJNOM+S2Si2yE1XArFfRQoeTvVnMah5K1wdD31W09cG5GoexynPIjpQIlIMIpWanfDKL/teZNetebW3RnIMvEKUoMCzV71q9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST6pdDPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPks3sn5MQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdBrlQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzJ9nvSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0EVVsCN7iy8vEP6tf1b2781rjvEijDEdwDKfgwQU04Aaa4AMDCc/wCm/Oo/PivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz8jmo+H</latexit>

x0
<latexit sha1_base64="+4VJIGyGuZPjoXcUI6PBtCeoxlI=">AAAB6XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgh9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/j9uOgouCDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLruh1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7tybJNOM+S2SiOyE1XArFfRQoeSfVnMah5O1wfDH123dcG5GoG8xTHsR0qEQkGEUrXd/33X615tXdGcjfpAYLtPrV994gYVnMFTJJjel6bopBQTUKJvmk0ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE1QzE6dkCOrDEiUaFsKyUz9OlHQ2Jg8Dm1nTHFkfnpT8Tevm2F0FhRCpRlyxeaLokwSTMj0bzIQmjOUuSWUaWFvJWxENWVo06n8LwT/pH5e964atWZjkUYZDuAQjsGDU2jCJbTABwZDeIAneHak8+i8OK/z1pKzmNmHb3DePgF4Ho1o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+4VJIGyGuZPjoXcUI6PBtCeoxlI=">AAAB6XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgh9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/j9uOgouCDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLruh1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7tybJNOM+S2SiOyE1XArFfRQoeSfVnMah5O1wfDH123dcG5GoG8xTHsR0qEQkGEUrXd/33X615tXdGcjfpAYLtPrV994gYVnMFTJJjel6bopBQTUKJvmk0ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE1QzE6dkCOrDEiUaFsKyUz9OlHQ2Jg8Dm1nTHFkfnpT8Tevm2F0FhRCpRlyxeaLokwSTMj0bzIQmjOUuSWUaWFvJWxENWVo06n8LwT/pH5e964atWZjkUYZDuAQjsGDU2jCJbTABwZDeIAneHak8+i8OK/z1pKzmNmHb3DePgF4Ho1o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+4VJIGyGuZPjoXcUI6PBtCeoxlI=">AAAB6XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgh9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/j9uOgouCDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLruh1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7tybJNOM+S2SiOyE1XArFfRQoeSfVnMah5O1wfDH123dcG5GoG8xTHsR0qEQkGEUrXd/33X615tXdGcjfpAYLtPrV994gYVnMFTJJjel6bopBQTUKJvmk0ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE1QzE6dkCOrDEiUaFsKyUz9OlHQ2Jg8Dm1nTHFkfnpT8Tevm2F0FhRCpRlyxeaLokwSTMj0bzIQmjOUuSWUaWFvJWxENWVo06n8LwT/pH5e964atWZjkUYZDuAQjsGDU2jCJbTABwZDeIAneHak8+i8OK/z1pKzmNmHb3DePgF4Ho1o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+4VJIGyGuZPjoXcUI6PBtCeoxlI=">AAAB6XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoN4KXjxWNLbQhrLZbtqlm03YnYgh9Cd48aDi1X/kzX/j9uOgouCDgcd7M8zMC1MpDLruh1NaWl5ZXSuvVzY2t7Z3qrt7tybJNOM+S2SiOyE1XArFfRQoeSfVnMah5O1wfDH123dcG5GoG8xTHsR0qEQkGEUrXd/33X615tXdGcjfpAYLtPrV994gYVnMFTJJjel6bopBQTUKJvmk0ssMTykb0yHvWqpozE1QzE6dkCOrDEiUaFsKyUz9OlHQ2Jg8Dm1nTHFkfnpT8Tevm2F0FhRCpRlyxeaLokwSTMj0bzIQmjOUuSWUaWFvJWxENWVo06n8LwT/pH5e964atWZjkUYZDuAQjsGDU2jCJbTABwZDeIAneHak8+i8OK/z1pKzmNmHb3DePgF4Ho1o</latexit> xc2

<latexit sha1_base64="2T7ZaEf4pFSgVw2dUlbKhkmtQFs=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9hsN+3SzSbsTsQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//G7cdBRcEHA4/3ZpiZF2VSGPS8D6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fuIdHHZPmmvE2S2WqexE1XArF2yhQ8l6mOU0iybvR5Grud++4NiJVtzjNeJDQkRKxYBSt1L0PCxbWZ6Fb9WveAuRvUoUVWqH7PhimLE+4QiapMX3fyzAoqEbBJJ9VBrnhGWUTOuJ9SxVNuAmKxbkzcmaVIYlTbUshWahfJwqaGDNNItuZUBybn95c/M3r5xhfBoVQWY5cseWiOJcEUzL/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CVX+F0KnXvO9mn/TqDYbqzjKcAKncA4+XEATrqEFbWAwgQd4gmcncx6dF+d12VpyVjPH8A3O2ydGhY94</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2T7ZaEf4pFSgVw2dUlbKhkmtQFs=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9hsN+3SzSbsTsQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//G7cdBRcEHA4/3ZpiZF2VSGPS8D6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fuIdHHZPmmvE2S2WqexE1XArF2yhQ8l6mOU0iybvR5Grud++4NiJVtzjNeJDQkRKxYBSt1L0PCxbWZ6Fb9WveAuRvUoUVWqH7PhimLE+4QiapMX3fyzAoqEbBJJ9VBrnhGWUTOuJ9SxVNuAmKxbkzcmaVIYlTbUshWahfJwqaGDNNItuZUBybn95c/M3r5xhfBoVQWY5cseWiOJcEUzL/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CVX+F0KnXvO9mn/TqDYbqzjKcAKncA4+XEATrqEFbWAwgQd4gmcncx6dF+d12VpyVjPH8A3O2ydGhY94</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2T7ZaEf4pFSgVw2dUlbKhkmtQFs=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9hsN+3SzSbsTsQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//G7cdBRcEHA4/3ZpiZF2VSGPS8D6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fuIdHHZPmmvE2S2WqexE1XArF2yhQ8l6mOU0iybvR5Grud++4NiJVtzjNeJDQkRKxYBSt1L0PCxbWZ6Fb9WveAuRvUoUVWqH7PhimLE+4QiapMX3fyzAoqEbBJJ9VBrnhGWUTOuJ9SxVNuAmKxbkzcmaVIYlTbUshWahfJwqaGDNNItuZUBybn95c/M3r5xhfBoVQWY5cseWiOJcEUzL/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CVX+F0KnXvO9mn/TqDYbqzjKcAKncA4+XEATrqEFbWAwgQd4gmcncx6dF+d12VpyVjPH8A3O2ydGhY94</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2T7ZaEf4pFSgVw2dUlbKhkmtQFs=">AAAB7nicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lKQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9hsN+3SzSbsTsQS+iO8eFDEq7/Hm//G7cdBRcEHA4/3ZpiZF2VSGPS8D6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fuIdHHZPmmvE2S2WqexE1XArF2yhQ8l6mOU0iybvR5Grud++4NiJVtzjNeJDQkRKxYBSt1L0PCxbWZ6Fb9WveAuRvUoUVWqH7PhimLE+4QiapMX3fyzAoqEbBJJ9VBrnhGWUTOuJ9SxVNuAmKxbkzcmaVIYlTbUshWahfJwqaGDNNItuZUBybn95c/M3r5xhfBoVQWY5cseWiOJcEUzL/nQyF5gzl1BLKtLC3EjammjK0CVX+F0KnXvO9mn/TqDYbqzjKcAKncA4+XEATrqEFbWAwgQd4gmcncx6dF+d12VpyVjPH8A3O2ydGhY94</latexit>

zc1
<latexit sha1_base64="lpi8By+y/j31gpHS6JMNoJPm1FA=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU2lEUG8FLx4rGFtIQ9hsN+3SzW7YnQg15Gd48aDi1X/jzX9j+nFQUfDBwOO9GWbmRakUFlutD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf3bq3ODOMe01KbXkQtl0JxDwVK3ksNp0kkeTcaX0797h03Vmh1g5OUBwkdKhELRrGU/Py+CHMW5m5RhPWG22zNQP4mDVigE9bf+wPNsoQrZJJa67utFIOcGhRM8qLWzyxPKRvTIfdLqmjCbZDPTi7IUakMSKxNWQrJTP06kdPE2kkSlZ0JxZH96U3F3zw/w/g8yIVKM+SKzRfFmSSoyfR/MhCGM5STklBmRHkrYSNqKMMypdr/QvBOmhdN9/q00T5dpFGFAziEY3DhDNpwBR3wgIGGB3iCZwedR+fFeZ23VpzFzD58g/P2CUVlkWU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lpi8By+y/j31gpHS6JMNoJPm1FA=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU2lEUG8FLx4rGFtIQ9hsN+3SzW7YnQg15Gd48aDi1X/jzX9j+nFQUfDBwOO9GWbmRakUFlutD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf3bq3ODOMe01KbXkQtl0JxDwVK3ksNp0kkeTcaX0797h03Vmh1g5OUBwkdKhELRrGU/Py+CHMW5m5RhPWG22zNQP4mDVigE9bf+wPNsoQrZJJa67utFIOcGhRM8qLWzyxPKRvTIfdLqmjCbZDPTi7IUakMSKxNWQrJTP06kdPE2kkSlZ0JxZH96U3F3zw/w/g8yIVKM+SKzRfFmSSoyfR/MhCGM5STklBmRHkrYSNqKMMypdr/QvBOmhdN9/q00T5dpFGFAziEY3DhDNpwBR3wgIGGB3iCZwedR+fFeZ23VpzFzD58g/P2CUVlkWU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lpi8By+y/j31gpHS6JMNoJPm1FA=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU2lEUG8FLx4rGFtIQ9hsN+3SzW7YnQg15Gd48aDi1X/jzX9j+nFQUfDBwOO9GWbmRakUFlutD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf3bq3ODOMe01KbXkQtl0JxDwVK3ksNp0kkeTcaX0797h03Vmh1g5OUBwkdKhELRrGU/Py+CHMW5m5RhPWG22zNQP4mDVigE9bf+wPNsoQrZJJa67utFIOcGhRM8qLWzyxPKRvTIfdLqmjCbZDPTi7IUakMSKxNWQrJTP06kdPE2kkSlZ0JxZH96U3F3zw/w/g8yIVKM+SKzRfFmSSoyfR/MhCGM5STklBmRHkrYSNqKMMypdr/QvBOmhdN9/q00T5dpFGFAziEY3DhDNpwBR3wgIGGB3iCZwedR+fFeZ23VpzFzD58g/P2CUVlkWU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lpi8By+y/j31gpHS6JMNoJPm1FA=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU2lEUG8FLx4rGFtIQ9hsN+3SzW7YnQg15Gd48aDi1X/jzX9j+nFQUfDBwOO9GWbmRakUFlutD6eytLyyulZdr21sbm3v1Hf3bq3ODOMe01KbXkQtl0JxDwVK3ksNp0kkeTcaX0797h03Vmh1g5OUBwkdKhELRrGU/Py+CHMW5m5RhPWG22zNQP4mDVigE9bf+wPNsoQrZJJa67utFIOcGhRM8qLWzyxPKRvTIfdLqmjCbZDPTi7IUakMSKxNWQrJTP06kdPE2kkSlZ0JxZH96U3F3zw/w/g8yIVKM+SKzRfFmSSoyfR/MhCGM5STklBmRHkrYSNqKMMypdr/QvBOmhdN9/q00T5dpFGFAziEY3DhDNpwBR3wgIGGB3iCZwedR+fFeZ23VpzFzD58g/P2CUVlkWU=</latexit>

zc2
<latexit sha1_base64="85/yVsFX6DSGFjOlcaFGLiLJth8=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGwhDWGz3bRLN7thdyPUkJ/hxYOKV/+NN/+N24+DioIPBh7vzTAzL84408Z1P5zKyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7V98/uNUyV4T6RHKp+jHWlDNBfcMMp/1MUZzGnPbiyeXM791RpZkUN2aa0TDFI8ESRrCxUlDcl1FBoqJVllG94TXdOdDfpAFLdKP6+2AoSZ5SYQjHWgeem5mwwMowwmlZG+SaZphM8IgGlgqcUh0W85NLdGKVIUqksiUMmqtfJwqcaj1NY9uZYjPWP72Z+JsX5CY5DwsmstxQQRaLkpwjI9HsfzRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm1LtfyH4reZF07tuNzrtZRpVOIJjOAUPzqADV9AFHwhIeIAneHaM8+i8OK+L1oqznDmEb3DePgFG6pFm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="85/yVsFX6DSGFjOlcaFGLiLJth8=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGwhDWGz3bRLN7thdyPUkJ/hxYOKV/+NN/+N24+DioIPBh7vzTAzL84408Z1P5zKyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7V98/uNUyV4T6RHKp+jHWlDNBfcMMp/1MUZzGnPbiyeXM791RpZkUN2aa0TDFI8ESRrCxUlDcl1FBoqJVllG94TXdOdDfpAFLdKP6+2AoSZ5SYQjHWgeem5mwwMowwmlZG+SaZphM8IgGlgqcUh0W85NLdGKVIUqksiUMmqtfJwqcaj1NY9uZYjPWP72Z+JsX5CY5DwsmstxQQRaLkpwjI9HsfzRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm1LtfyH4reZF07tuNzrtZRpVOIJjOAUPzqADV9AFHwhIeIAneHaM8+i8OK+L1oqznDmEb3DePgFG6pFm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="85/yVsFX6DSGFjOlcaFGLiLJth8=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGwhDWGz3bRLN7thdyPUkJ/hxYOKV/+NN/+N24+DioIPBh7vzTAzL84408Z1P5zKyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7V98/uNUyV4T6RHKp+jHWlDNBfcMMp/1MUZzGnPbiyeXM791RpZkUN2aa0TDFI8ESRrCxUlDcl1FBoqJVllG94TXdOdDfpAFLdKP6+2AoSZ5SYQjHWgeem5mwwMowwmlZG+SaZphM8IgGlgqcUh0W85NLdGKVIUqksiUMmqtfJwqcaj1NY9uZYjPWP72Z+JsX5CY5DwsmstxQQRaLkpwjI9HsfzRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm1LtfyH4reZF07tuNzrtZRpVOIJjOAUPzqADV9AFHwhIeIAneHaM8+i8OK+L1oqznDmEb3DePgFG6pFm</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="85/yVsFX6DSGFjOlcaFGLiLJth8=">AAAB8XicjVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb0VvHisYGwhDWGz3bRLN7thdyPUkJ/hxYOKV/+NN/+N24+DioIPBh7vzTAzL84408Z1P5zKyura+kZ1s7a1vbO7V98/uNUyV4T6RHKp+jHWlDNBfcMMp/1MUZzGnPbiyeXM791RpZkUN2aa0TDFI8ESRrCxUlDcl1FBoqJVllG94TXdOdDfpAFLdKP6+2AoSZ5SYQjHWgeem5mwwMowwmlZG+SaZphM8IgGlgqcUh0W85NLdGKVIUqksiUMmqtfJwqcaj1NY9uZYjPWP72Z+JsX5CY5DwsmstxQQRaLkpwjI9HsfzRkihLDp5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm1LtfyH4reZF07tuNzrtZRpVOIJjOAUPzqADV9AFHwhIeIAneHaM8+i8OK+L1oqznDmEb3DePgFG6pFm</latexit>

m0g

2
<latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit>

m0g

2
<latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Od9lLDDEaoYygbHRD1fVf5bSQmA=">AAAB/XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPU1PnZugkVwNWRKQZcFNy4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaEOg7/ixoUibv0Pd/6N6QNRsQcuHM65l3vviTPOtEHo01lZXVvf2KxsVbd3dvf23YPDjk5zRWibpDxVvRhrypmkbcMMp71MUSxiTrvx+Grqd++o0iyVt2aS0VDgoWQJI9hYKXKPgzgpgkRhUogIwWFZ1MsycmvIa6ApoO+hJaQGFmhF7kcwSEkuqDSEY637PspMWGBlGOG0rAa5phkmYzykfUslFlSHxez6Ep5ZZQCTVNmSBs7UnxMFFlpPRGw7BTYj/debiv95/dwkl2HBZJYbKsl8UZJzaFI4jQIOmKLE8IklmChmb4VkhG0UxgZWtSEs//2bdOqejzz/plFrokUcFXACTsE58MEFaIJr0AJtQMA9eATP4MV5cJ6cV+dt3rriLGaOwC84719pVJUg</latexit>

Robot 1 Robot 2

x
<latexit sha1_base64="I/iyyLd6HrGOloOS68ISyA/6FBI=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyuGJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T6p6M/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I/iyyLd6HrGOloOS68ISyA/6FBI=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyuGJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T6p6M/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I/iyyLd6HrGOloOS68ISyA/6FBI=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyuGJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T6p6M/w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="I/iyyLd6HrGOloOS68ISyA/6FBI=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyuGJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T6p6M/w==</latexit>

z
<latexit sha1_base64="sHIZRbHj1ACv55wP9k/VhEXA8NU=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyvEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T7aaNAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHIZRbHj1ACv55wP9k/VhEXA8NU=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyvEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T7aaNAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHIZRbHj1ACv55wP9k/VhEXA8NU=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyvEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T7aaNAQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sHIZRbHj1ACv55wP9k/VhEXA8NU=">AAAB6HicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jEB84BkCbOT3mTM7MwyMyvEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk8dBRcGChqKqm+6uKBXcWN//8JaWV1bX1gsbxc2t7Z3d0t5+06hMM2wwJZRuR9Sg4BIblluB7VQjTSKBrWh0NfVbd6gNV/LGjlMMEzqQPOaMWifV73ulclDxZyB/kzIsUOuV3rt9xbIEpWWCGtMJ/NSGOdWWM4GTYjczmFI2ogPsOCppgibMZ4dOyLFT+iRW2pW0ZKZ+nchpYsw4iVxnQu3Q/PSm4m9eJ7PxRZhzmWYWJZsvijNBrCLTr0mfa2RWjB2hTHN3K2FDqimzLpvi/0JonlYCvxLUz8rVy0UcBTiEIziBAM6hCtdQgwYwQHiAJ3j2br1H78V7nbcueYuZA/gG7+0T7aaNAQ==</latexit>

xc1
<latexit sha1_base64="4IEUii37c+HWNL3O0y/ayyRP0mo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSZZmd9CZDZmeXmVkxLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RZkUxnreBymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtklzzbHFU5nqbsQMSqGwZYWV2M00siSS2InGVzO/c4faiFTd2kmGQcKGSsSCM+ukzn1Y8NCfhtWaX/fmoH+TGizRDKvv/UHK8wSV5ZIZ0/O9zAYF01ZwidNKPzeYMT5mQ+w5qliCJijm507piVMGNE61K2XpXP06UbDEmEkSuc6E2ZH56c3E37xebuPLoBAqyy0qvlgU55LalM5+pwOhkVs5cYRxLdytlI+YZty6hCr/C6F9Vve9un9zXmucL+MowxEcwyn4cAENuIYmtIDDGB7gCZ5JRh7JC3ldtJbIcuYQvoG8fQJFAI93</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4IEUii37c+HWNL3O0y/ayyRP0mo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSZZmd9CZDZmeXmVkxLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RZkUxnreBymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtklzzbHFU5nqbsQMSqGwZYWV2M00siSS2InGVzO/c4faiFTd2kmGQcKGSsSCM+ukzn1Y8NCfhtWaX/fmoH+TGizRDKvv/UHK8wSV5ZIZ0/O9zAYF01ZwidNKPzeYMT5mQ+w5qliCJijm507piVMGNE61K2XpXP06UbDEmEkSuc6E2ZH56c3E37xebuPLoBAqyy0qvlgU55LalM5+pwOhkVs5cYRxLdytlI+YZty6hCr/C6F9Vve9un9zXmucL+MowxEcwyn4cAENuIYmtIDDGB7gCZ5JRh7JC3ldtJbIcuYQvoG8fQJFAI93</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4IEUii37c+HWNL3O0y/ayyRP0mo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSZZmd9CZDZmeXmVkxLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RZkUxnreBymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtklzzbHFU5nqbsQMSqGwZYWV2M00siSS2InGVzO/c4faiFTd2kmGQcKGSsSCM+ukzn1Y8NCfhtWaX/fmoH+TGizRDKvv/UHK8wSV5ZIZ0/O9zAYF01ZwidNKPzeYMT5mQ+w5qliCJijm507piVMGNE61K2XpXP06UbDEmEkSuc6E2ZH56c3E37xebuPLoBAqyy0qvlgU55LalM5+pwOhkVs5cYRxLdytlI+YZty6hCr/C6F9Vve9un9zXmucL+MowxEcwyn4cAENuIYmtIDDGB7gCZ5JRh7JC3ldtJbIcuYQvoG8fQJFAI93</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4IEUii37c+HWNL3O0y/ayyRP0mo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoMeAF48RzAOSZZmd9CZDZmeXmVkxLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RZkUxnreBymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DtklzzbHFU5nqbsQMSqGwZYWV2M00siSS2InGVzO/c4faiFTd2kmGQcKGSsSCM+ukzn1Y8NCfhtWaX/fmoH+TGizRDKvv/UHK8wSV5ZIZ0/O9zAYF01ZwidNKPzeYMT5mQ+w5qliCJijm507piVMGNE61K2XpXP06UbDEmEkSuc6E2ZH56c3E37xebuPLoBAqyy0qvlgU55LalM5+pwOhkVs5cYRxLdytlI+YZty6hCr/C6F9Vve9un9zXmucL+MowxEcwyn4cAENuIYmtIDDGB7gCZ5JRh7JC3ldtJbIcuYQvoG8fQJFAI93</latexit> xh1

<latexit sha1_base64="lriUvOek1chp5Sk//qlUXWeZUVo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx4jmAcka5idzCZDZmeWmV4xLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RakUFn3/wyusrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DltWZYbzJtNSmE1HLpVC8iQIl76SG0ySSvB2NL2d++44bK7S6wUnKw4QOlYgFo+ik9n0/D6a3o365ElT9OcjfpAJLNPrl995AsyzhCpmk1nYDP8UwpwYFk3xa6mWWp5SN6ZB3HVU04TbM5+dOyYlTBiTWxpVCMle/TuQ0sXaSRK4zoTiyP72Z+JvXzTC+CHOh0gy5YotFcSYJajL7nQyE4QzlxBHKjHC3EjaihjJ0CZX+F0LrrBr41eC6VqnXlnEU4QiO4RQCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM9e6j16L97rorXgLWcO4Ru8t09K4497</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lriUvOek1chp5Sk//qlUXWeZUVo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx4jmAcka5idzCZDZmeWmV4xLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RakUFn3/wyusrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DltWZYbzJtNSmE1HLpVC8iQIl76SG0ySSvB2NL2d++44bK7S6wUnKw4QOlYgFo+ik9n0/D6a3o365ElT9OcjfpAJLNPrl995AsyzhCpmk1nYDP8UwpwYFk3xa6mWWp5SN6ZB3HVU04TbM5+dOyYlTBiTWxpVCMle/TuQ0sXaSRK4zoTiyP72Z+JvXzTC+CHOh0gy5YotFcSYJajL7nQyE4QzlxBHKjHC3EjaihjJ0CZX+F0LrrBr41eC6VqnXlnEU4QiO4RQCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM9e6j16L97rorXgLWcO4Ru8t09K4497</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lriUvOek1chp5Sk//qlUXWeZUVo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx4jmAcka5idzCZDZmeWmV4xLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RakUFn3/wyusrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DltWZYbzJtNSmE1HLpVC8iQIl76SG0ySSvB2NL2d++44bK7S6wUnKw4QOlYgFo+ik9n0/D6a3o365ElT9OcjfpAJLNPrl995AsyzhCpmk1nYDP8UwpwYFk3xa6mWWp5SN6ZB3HVU04TbM5+dOyYlTBiTWxpVCMle/TuQ0sXaSRK4zoTiyP72Z+JvXzTC+CHOh0gy5YotFcSYJajL7nQyE4QzlxBHKjHC3EjaihjJ0CZX+F0LrrBr41eC6VqnXlnEU4QiO4RQCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM9e6j16L97rorXgLWcO4Ru8t09K4497</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lriUvOek1chp5Sk//qlUXWeZUVo=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKQI8BLx4jmAcka5idzCZDZmeWmV4xLPkILx4U8er3ePNvnDwOKgoWNBRV3XR3RakUFn3/wyusrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2DltWZYbzJtNSmE1HLpVC8iQIl76SG0ySSvB2NL2d++44bK7S6wUnKw4QOlYgFo+ik9n0/D6a3o365ElT9OcjfpAJLNPrl995AsyzhCpmk1nYDP8UwpwYFk3xa6mWWp5SN6ZB3HVU04TbM5+dOyYlTBiTWxpVCMle/TuQ0sXaSRK4zoTiyP72Z+JvXzTC+CHOh0gy5YotFcSYJajL7nQyE4QzlxBHKjHC3EjaihjJ0CZX+F0LrrBr41eC6VqnXlnEU4QiO4RQCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM9e6j16L97rorXgLWcO4Ru8t09K4497</latexit>

xh2
<latexit sha1_base64="Fn+6Lb0TlYU90En5x6cygNm2tzg=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Q0GPAi8cI5gHJGmYnvcmQ2dlhZlYMSz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ4+DioIFDUVVN91dkRLcWN//8FZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhy6SZZthkqUh1J6IGBZfYtNwK7CiNNIkEtqPx5cxv36E2PJU3dqIwTOhQ8pgzap3Uvu/n1entqF8qBxV/DvI3KcMSjX7pvTdIWZagtExQY7qBr2yYU205Ezgt9jKDirIxHWLXUUkTNGE+P3dKTp0yIHGqXUlL5urXiZwmxkySyHUm1I7MT28m/uZ1MxtfhDmXKrMo2WJRnAliUzL7nQy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrEir+L4RWtRL4leC6Vq7XlnEU4BhO4AwCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM+e8h69F+910briLWeO4Bu8t09Mao98</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fn+6Lb0TlYU90En5x6cygNm2tzg=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Q0GPAi8cI5gHJGmYnvcmQ2dlhZlYMSz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ4+DioIFDUVVN91dkRLcWN//8FZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhy6SZZthkqUh1J6IGBZfYtNwK7CiNNIkEtqPx5cxv36E2PJU3dqIwTOhQ8pgzap3Uvu/n1entqF8qBxV/DvI3KcMSjX7pvTdIWZagtExQY7qBr2yYU205Ezgt9jKDirIxHWLXUUkTNGE+P3dKTp0yIHGqXUlL5urXiZwmxkySyHUm1I7MT28m/uZ1MxtfhDmXKrMo2WJRnAliUzL7nQy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrEir+L4RWtRL4leC6Vq7XlnEU4BhO4AwCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM+e8h69F+910briLWeO4Bu8t09Mao98</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fn+6Lb0TlYU90En5x6cygNm2tzg=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Q0GPAi8cI5gHJGmYnvcmQ2dlhZlYMSz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ4+DioIFDUVVN91dkRLcWN//8FZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhy6SZZthkqUh1J6IGBZfYtNwK7CiNNIkEtqPx5cxv36E2PJU3dqIwTOhQ8pgzap3Uvu/n1entqF8qBxV/DvI3KcMSjX7pvTdIWZagtExQY7qBr2yYU205Ezgt9jKDirIxHWLXUUkTNGE+P3dKTp0yIHGqXUlL5urXiZwmxkySyHUm1I7MT28m/uZ1MxtfhDmXKrMo2WJRnAliUzL7nQy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrEir+L4RWtRL4leC6Vq7XlnEU4BhO4AwCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM+e8h69F+910briLWeO4Bu8t09Mao98</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fn+6Lb0TlYU90En5x6cygNm2tzg=">AAAB7nicjVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0Q0GPAi8cI5gHJGmYnvcmQ2dlhZlYMSz7CiwdFvPo93vwbJ4+DioIFDUVVN91dkRLcWN//8FZW19Y3Ngtbxe2d3b390sFhy6SZZthkqUh1J6IGBZfYtNwK7CiNNIkEtqPx5cxv36E2PJU3dqIwTOhQ8pgzap3Uvu/n1entqF8qBxV/DvI3KcMSjX7pvTdIWZagtExQY7qBr2yYU205Ezgt9jKDirIxHWLXUUkTNGE+P3dKTp0yIHGqXUlL5urXiZwmxkySyHUm1I7MT28m/uZ1MxtfhDmXKrMo2WJRnAliUzL7nQy4RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrEir+L4RWtRL4leC6Vq7XlnEU4BhO4AwCOIc6XEEDmsBgDA/wBM+e8h69F+910briLWeO4Bu8t09Mao98</latexit>

τexty1
<latexit sha1_base64="pLC8Dgf5zk4/dTsixG1Nm2NAKiQ=">AAAB+XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0hEsMeCF48V7Ae0MWy2m3bpZhN2J8UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GTVtExT4YeLw3w8y8MBVcg+t+WpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzq6CRTlLVpIhLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9VLFSBwK1g0n16XfnTKleSLvIE+ZH5OR5BGnBIwU2PYASHZfsAeYBUUeeLPArrvOpVsCe467gtTREq3A/hgME5rFTAIVROu+56bgF0QBp4LNaoNMs5TQCRmxvqGSxEz7xfzyGT4zyhBHiTIlAc/VnxMFibXO49B0xgTG+q9Xiv95/Qyihl9wmWbAJF0sijKBIcFlDHjIFaMgckMIVdzciumYKELBhFUzIaz+/Zt0LhzPdbzby3qzsYyjik7QKTpHHrpCTXSDWqiNKJqiR/SMXqzCerJerbdFa8VazhyjX7DevwApspP0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLC8Dgf5zk4/dTsixG1Nm2NAKiQ=">AAAB+XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0hEsMeCF48V7Ae0MWy2m3bpZhN2J8UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GTVtExT4YeLw3w8y8MBVcg+t+WpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzq6CRTlLVpIhLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9VLFSBwK1g0n16XfnTKleSLvIE+ZH5OR5BGnBIwU2PYASHZfsAeYBUUeeLPArrvOpVsCe467gtTREq3A/hgME5rFTAIVROu+56bgF0QBp4LNaoNMs5TQCRmxvqGSxEz7xfzyGT4zyhBHiTIlAc/VnxMFibXO49B0xgTG+q9Xiv95/Qyihl9wmWbAJF0sijKBIcFlDHjIFaMgckMIVdzciumYKELBhFUzIaz+/Zt0LhzPdbzby3qzsYyjik7QKTpHHrpCTXSDWqiNKJqiR/SMXqzCerJerbdFa8VazhyjX7DevwApspP0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLC8Dgf5zk4/dTsixG1Nm2NAKiQ=">AAAB+XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0hEsMeCF48V7Ae0MWy2m3bpZhN2J8UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GTVtExT4YeLw3w8y8MBVcg+t+WpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzq6CRTlLVpIhLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9VLFSBwK1g0n16XfnTKleSLvIE+ZH5OR5BGnBIwU2PYASHZfsAeYBUUeeLPArrvOpVsCe467gtTREq3A/hgME5rFTAIVROu+56bgF0QBp4LNaoNMs5TQCRmxvqGSxEz7xfzyGT4zyhBHiTIlAc/VnxMFibXO49B0xgTG+q9Xiv95/Qyihl9wmWbAJF0sijKBIcFlDHjIFaMgckMIVdzciumYKELBhFUzIaz+/Zt0LhzPdbzby3qzsYyjik7QKTpHHrpCTXSDWqiNKJqiR/SMXqzCerJerbdFa8VazhyjX7DevwApspP0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pLC8Dgf5zk4/dTsixG1Nm2NAKiQ=">AAAB+XicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0hEsMeCF48V7Ae0MWy2m3bpZhN2J8UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GTVtExT4YeLw3w8y8MBVcg+t+WpW19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APjzq6CRTlLVpIhLVC4lmgkvWBg6C9VLFSBwK1g0n16XfnTKleSLvIE+ZH5OR5BGnBIwU2PYASHZfsAeYBUUeeLPArrvOpVsCe467gtTREq3A/hgME5rFTAIVROu+56bgF0QBp4LNaoNMs5TQCRmxvqGSxEz7xfzyGT4zyhBHiTIlAc/VnxMFibXO49B0xgTG+q9Xiv95/Qyihl9wmWbAJF0sijKBIcFlDHjIFaMgckMIVdzciumYKELBhFUzIaz+/Zt0LhzPdbzby3qzsYyjik7QKTpHHrpCTXSDWqiNKJqiR/SMXqzCerJerbdFa8VazhyjX7DevwApspP0</latexit>

τexty2
<latexit sha1_base64="jbBatN61G5BGk8donaSUR5ybgHI=">AAAB+XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJSsMuCG5cV7APaGCbTSTt08mDmphhC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbREVe+DC4Zx7ufcePxFcgW1/GpWNza3tnepubW//4PDIPD7pqTiVlHVpLGI58IligkesCxwEGySSkdAXrO/Prku/P2dS8Ti6gyxhbkgmEQ84JaAlzzRHQNL7nD1A4eWZ1yg8s25bTbsEdix7DamjFTqe+TEaxzQNWQRUEKWGjp2AmxMJnApW1EapYgmhMzJhQ00jEjLl5ovLC3yhlTEOYqkrArxQf07kJFQqC33dGRKYqr9eKf7nDVMIWm7OoyQFFtHloiAVGGJcxoDHXDIKItOEUMn1rZhOiSQUdFg1HcL6379Jr2E5tuXcNuvt1iqOKjpD5+gSOegKtdEN6qAuomiOHtEzejFy48l4Nd6WrRVjNXOKfsF4/wIrN5P1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbBatN61G5BGk8donaSUR5ybgHI=">AAAB+XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJSsMuCG5cV7APaGCbTSTt08mDmphhC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbREVe+DC4Zx7ufcePxFcgW1/GpWNza3tnepubW//4PDIPD7pqTiVlHVpLGI58IligkesCxwEGySSkdAXrO/Prku/P2dS8Ti6gyxhbkgmEQ84JaAlzzRHQNL7nD1A4eWZ1yg8s25bTbsEdix7DamjFTqe+TEaxzQNWQRUEKWGjp2AmxMJnApW1EapYgmhMzJhQ00jEjLl5ovLC3yhlTEOYqkrArxQf07kJFQqC33dGRKYqr9eKf7nDVMIWm7OoyQFFtHloiAVGGJcxoDHXDIKItOEUMn1rZhOiSQUdFg1HcL6379Jr2E5tuXcNuvt1iqOKjpD5+gSOegKtdEN6qAuomiOHtEzejFy48l4Nd6WrRVjNXOKfsF4/wIrN5P1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbBatN61G5BGk8donaSUR5ybgHI=">AAAB+XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJSsMuCG5cV7APaGCbTSTt08mDmphhC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbREVe+DC4Zx7ufcePxFcgW1/GpWNza3tnepubW//4PDIPD7pqTiVlHVpLGI58IligkesCxwEGySSkdAXrO/Prku/P2dS8Ti6gyxhbkgmEQ84JaAlzzRHQNL7nD1A4eWZ1yg8s25bTbsEdix7DamjFTqe+TEaxzQNWQRUEKWGjp2AmxMJnApW1EapYgmhMzJhQ00jEjLl5ovLC3yhlTEOYqkrArxQf07kJFQqC33dGRKYqr9eKf7nDVMIWm7OoyQFFtHloiAVGGJcxoDHXDIKItOEUMn1rZhOiSQUdFg1HcL6379Jr2E5tuXcNuvt1iqOKjpD5+gSOegKtdEN6qAuomiOHtEzejFy48l4Nd6WrRVjNXOKfsF4/wIrN5P1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jbBatN61G5BGk8donaSUR5ybgHI=">AAAB+XicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJSsMuCG5cV7APaGCbTSTt08mDmphhC/sSNC0Xc+ifu/BsnbREVe+DC4Zx7ufcePxFcgW1/GpWNza3tnepubW//4PDIPD7pqTiVlHVpLGI58IligkesCxwEGySSkdAXrO/Prku/P2dS8Ti6gyxhbkgmEQ84JaAlzzRHQNL7nD1A4eWZ1yg8s25bTbsEdix7DamjFTqe+TEaxzQNWQRUEKWGjp2AmxMJnApW1EapYgmhMzJhQ00jEjLl5ovLC3yhlTEOYqkrArxQf07kJFQqC33dGRKYqr9eKf7nDVMIWm7OoyQFFtHloiAVGGJcxoDHXDIKItOEUMn1rZhOiSQUdFg1HcL6379Jr2E5tuXcNuvt1iqOKjpD5+gSOegKtdEN6qAuomiOHtEzejFy48l4Nd6WrRVjNXOKfsF4/wIrN5P1</latexit>

Figure 4: Dynamic model for the two humanoid robots carrying a load

The CoP/ZMP is an important point for humanoid robot control, since it
provides a good estimation of the robot stability. First, let the ZMP along x
axis of each robot be expressed by the following vector:

p =
[
px1

px2

]T

8



where px1
and px2

are respectively the projections of the ZMP of the robots 1
and 2 on the x axis.

As shown in [2, 13], the ZMP is given by the following formula (for more
details, refer to Appendix A):

p =



px1

px2


 =




xc1 +
Mc1

zc1
fo
n1

ẍc1 −
zc1
fo
n1

Fx1
− 1

fo
n

τexty1

xc2 +
Mc2

zc2
fo
n2

ẍc2 −
zc2
fo
n2

Fx2
− 1

fo
n

τexty2


 (2)

where:

• Mci and zci are respectively the total mass and the height of the robot i
CoM.

• g is the magnitude of gravity acceleration.

• xci and ẍci are the position and acceleration of the robot i CoM projection
on the x axis.

• Fxi
is the external force applied to the CoM of robot i along x axis.

• τextyi
is the external moment applied to the CoM of robot i along y axis.

• foni
is the total normal force applied to the robot i feet, it is given by the

following expression:

foni
= −Mci g −Mci z̈ci + Fzi (3)

where Fzi is the external force applied to the CoM of robot i along z axis.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the carried mass m0 is located
at the middle of the transported object and is therefore split uniformly between
the two robots, i.e. a mass m0

2 is carried by each robot. Note that if the object is
not placed in the middle, each robot should estimate its carried mass separately
as explained in Section 8.2.2.

By assuming that the CoM height, zci , is constant during the locomotion,
and replacing Fzi = −m0

2 g, we obtain:

foni
= −

(
Mci +

m0

2

)
g

, −M̂i g
(4)

τexty1
is the moment applied to the CoM of robot 1 as a result of the force

m0 g
2 which is exerted on the robot hands:

τexty1
=
m0 g

2
xh1 (5)

where xh1 is the position of the robot 1 hands with respect to its CoM.
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Up to this point, the dynamic equations are equivalent to a robot carrying an
object [12], however, the main difference is the additional external force caused
by the interaction between the robots. For instance, the interaction force Fx1

applied to robot 1 CoM along x axis is expressed as:

Fx1
= −

m0

2
ẍ0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F0

+Keq (xc2 − xc1 − L)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Fc

(6)

where

• F0 is the force caused by the transported mass and Fc is the resultant
force of the compliance control.

• L is constant which is the initial/desired distance between the two robots.

• Keq is the equivalent stiffness coefficient:

Keq =
K1K2

K1 + K2

and Ki is the stiffness coefficient of the compliance controller for the robot
i.

The position, velocity and acceleration, x0, ẋ0, ẍ0, of the projection of the
carried mass on the x axis are given by:

x0 = xc1 +
L

2
+ (xc2 − xc1 − L)

Keq

K1

ẋ0 = ẋc1 + (ẋc2 − ẋc1)
Keq

K1

ẍ0 = ẍc1 + (ẍc2 − ẍc1)
Keq

K1

The position of the robot 1 hands, xh1 , can be obtained as follows:

Fc = K1

(
xh1 − xh1

ref
)
⇒ xh1 = xh1

ref
+ (xc2 − xc1 − L)

Keq

K1

xh1
ref

is constant which is the initial/reference value of the hands position
with respect to the CoM.

Similarly, for robot 2 we obtain:

Fx2
= −

m0

2
ẍ0 −Keq (xc2 − xc1 − L)

and τexty2
is given by:

τexty2
=
m0 g

2
xh2 (7)
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where xh2 is the position of the robot 2 hands with respect to its CoM:

xh2 = xh2
ref

− (xc2 − xc1 − L)
Keq

K2

xh2 ref is defined in a similar way as xh1
ref

. Note that xh2
ref

is negative, and as
it is designed to be in the middle of the effective operational space of the robot
hands, xh2 is always negative, as a result τexty2

is also always negative.
As a result, px1

and px2
become:

px1
=xc1 −

Mc1 zc1

M̂1 g
ẍc1 −

m0 zc1

2M̂1 g
ẍ0 +

Keq zc1

M̂1 g
(xc2 − xc1 − L)

+
m0

2M̂1

xh1
ref

+
Keqm0

2K1 M̂1

(xc2 − xc1 − L)

=xc1 −
zc1

M̂1 g

(
Mc1 +

(
1−

Keq

K1

)
m0

2

)
ẍc1 −

m0 zc1 Keq

2M̂1 g K1

ẍc2

+
m0

2M̂1

xh1
ref

+
Keq

M̂1

(
m0

2K1
+
zc1
g

)
(xc2 − xc1 − L)

(8)

and

px2
=xc2 −

Mc2 zc2

M̂2 g
ẍc2 −

m0 zc2

2M̂2 g
ẍ0 −

Keq zc2

M̂2 g
(xc2 − xc1 − L)

+
m0

2M̂2

xh2
ref

−
Keqm0

2K2 M̂2

(xc2 − xc1 − L)

= xc2 −
zc2

M̂2 g

(
Mc2 +

Keq

K1

m0

2

)
ẍc2 −

(
1−

Keq

K1

)
m0 zc2

2M̂2 g
ẍc1

+
m0

2M̂2

xh2
ref

−
Keq

M̂2

(
m0

2K2
+
zc2
g

)
(xc2 − xc1 − L)

(9)

Similar equations can be found for the ZMP on the y axis.

6. Controller

Using the ZMP equations (8) and (9) of the robots, our objective is to define a
state-space representation and formulate the control problem as an optimization
problem.

6.1. State-Space Formulation

First, let us define p such that :

p(t) =



px1

+
Keq

M̂1

(
m0

2K1

+
zc1
g

)
L− m0

2 M̂1

xh1
ref

px2
−

Keq

M̂2

(
m0

2K2

+
zc2
g

)
L− m0

2 M̂2

xh2
ref


 (10)
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Then, it is possible to discretize the ZMP equations in (8) and (9) at a
sampling period T , and express the system as a Linear Time Invariant (LTI)
system as follows:

X (k + 1) = AX (k) +Bu(k)

p(k) = CX (k)
(11)

where:

X (k) = [xc1(kT ) ẋc1(kT ) ẍc1(kT ) xc2(kT ) ẋc2(kT ) ẍc2(kT )]
T

(12)
u(k) = u(kT ) = [

...
x c1(kT )

...
x 2(kT )]

T

p(k) = p(kT )

A =




1 T T 2

2 0 0 0
0 1 T 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 T T 2

2
0 0 0 0 1 T
0 0 0 0 0 1



, B =




T 3

6 0
T 2

2 0
T 0

0 T 3

6

0 T 2

2
0 T




(13)

C =




1−
Keq

M̂1

(
m0

2K1

+
zc1
g

)
Keq

M̂2

(
m0

2K2

+
zc2
g

)

0 0

−
zc1
M̂1 g

(
Mc1 +

(
1−

Keq

K1

)
m0

2

)
−
(
1−

Keq

K1

)
m0 zc2
2M̂2 g

Keq

M̂1

(
m0

2K1

+
zc1
g

)
1−

Keq

M̂2

(
m0

2K2

+
zc2
g

)

0 0

−
m0 zc1 Keq

2M̂1 g K1

−
zc2
M̂2 g

(
Mc2 +

Keq

K1

m0

2

)




T

(14)

Note that even though the state and input matrices, A and B, in (11) are the
same as in [20], the coupling between the state variables occurs at the output
level through the matrix C.

The main objective of the controller is then to maximize the system stability
by maintaining the ZMP of each robot at the center of the supporting foot.
This can be expressed as an optimization problem where the cost function to
be minimized is expressed as:

J = eT Qe e+ X T Qx X + uT Ru (15)

where e is the error between the reference and the actual values of the vector
p, it is defined as follows:
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e = pref − p

=



prefx1

+
Keq

M̂1

(
m0

2K1

+
zc1
g

)
L− m0

2 M̂1

xh1
ref
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−

Keq

M̂2

(
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2K2

+
zc2
g

)
L− m0

2 M̂2

xh2
ref


−



px1

+
Keq
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(
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2K1

+
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g
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L− m0

2 M̂1

xh1
ref

px2
−

Keq

M̂2

(
m0

2K2

+
zc2
g

)
L− m0

2 M̂2

xh2
ref




=



prefx1

− px1

prefx2
− px2




(16)
prefx1

and prefx2
are the ZMP reference trajectories of each robot.

The matrices Qx, Qe and R are positive definite. This cost function means
that we wish to follow the reference ZMP trajectory without rapid change in
the states and the inputs.

6.2. Optimal Control Approaches

Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) and Model Predictive Control (MPC)
approaches are among of the most used methods in gait generation for humanoid
robots. They use a model of the robot dynamic to predict the effect of current
command on the robot future states. The objective of the controller is then to
minimize the cost function over a preview horizon N instead of only the current
state such as:

minimize
u

J =
N+k∑

i=k

{e(i)T Qe e(i) + X (i)T Qx X (i) + u(i)T Ru(i)}

subject to X (i+ 1) = AX (i) +Bu(i)

p(i) = CX (i)

(17)

The next subsections present how to design a controller that minimize such
a cost function.

6.2.1. LQR Approach

LQR algorithm provides the optimal state-feedback, i.e. u(k). Even though
the formulation of (17) is under the finite-horizon form, many approaches, such
as [20], solve it as an infinite-horizon problem by assuming that N is big enough.
This is because the Discrete time Algebraic Riccati Equation (DARE), in the
case of infinite-horizon, is solved only once offline and used online for computing
the optimal feedback, therefore it is particularly interesting for small or medium-
sized humanoids with limited on-board computational power. The controller can
also be improved by integrating an integral term [19].
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6.2.2. MPC Approach

Another possible way is the MPC approach, in this case the design of the
controller is transformed into reformulating the optimization problem (17) as a
Quadratic Programming (QP) problem of the following form :

minimize
u

1

2
uTHu+ gTu

subject to b− ≤ Au ≤ b+

u− ≤ u ≤ u+

(18)

where H is a n × n is positive semidefinite matrix. The objective is to find
the input vector u that minimizes the cost function while also satisfying some
constraints.

The authors in [16] present the detailed procedure to setup the QP prob-
lem in order to solve the cost function of (17). Evidently, the main advantage
of using quadratic programming to solve this problem is the possibility to add
constraints, such as constraining the ZMP within a certain area instead of fol-
lowing a predefined trajectory. However, this approach is computationally more
expensive than the LQR algorithm even though it can usually be solved rapidly
with an off-the-shelf solver such as [9]. Note that when no constraints are added,
the QP can be solved analytically as shown in [32]. In our implementation, we
used the MPC approach since it offers the possibility of adding constraints as
discussed in the following subsection.

6.3. Controller Robustness

The primary objective of the previously presented controller formulation is
to ensure the stability of the robots by ensuring that the ZMP is kept at the
center of the feet. There is however another aspect that must be considered, the
robots CoM motions are actually restricted since the arms motions are limited
to a small maneuverability range. Once the limits are reached, the compliance is
lost and the system of robot-object-robot becomes rigidly linked. In this state,
the system can easily collapse as explained in Section 4.

To avoid this situation, there are two ways of limiting the distance between
the robots:

• Option 1: Reducing the interaction force by implementing a fast and
efficient compliance control of the arms.

• Option 2: Relaxing the constraint of precisely following the ZMP reference
trajectory by reducing the norm of weighting matrix on the error, e(k), in
(17).

The best option is of course option 1, however, implementing such control
is a challenging task for small humanoid robots since it requires a rapid and
accurate estimation of the interaction force and a fast motion of the actuators.

To increase the overall robustness of the system to positional errors, we
propose to integrate an additional constraint on the relative torso displacement,
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hence allowing the ZMP to slightly move away from the reference position in
order to reduce the torso displacement.

To this end, we add a new objective in the cost function, thereby obtaining:

J = eT Qe e+ X T Qx X + uT Ru+∆xTc Qd ∆xc (19)

where ∆xc = (xc2−xc1−L), and Qd is the weighting matrix of the new objective
that minimizes the relative distance between the robots torsos. However, each
time a new objective function is added, the weighting matrices should be tuned
to reflect the priority between those objectives, a way for tuning the weighting
matrices is given in [21].

With this simple formulation, the limitations on the arm motions can be
implicitly integrated into the controller. Additionally, the limitation can also
be explicitly considered in the QP problem by adding the following constraint :

e− ≤ ∆xc ≤ e+ (20)

where e− and e+ are respectively the minimum and maximum relative distance
between the robots torsos.

6.4. Controller Stability

Another aspect to be taken into consideration during the design of the con-
troller is the system stability.

Note that the stability of the closed-loop depends on the ratio R/Q and the
length N T of the horizon over which the trajectories are pre-computed as men-
tioned in [32], using reasonable values similar to those in [32], R/Q = 10−6 and
N T = 1.2s, we only focus on the stability of the closed-loop of the optimization
problem (17) as a function of Keq and m0 through numerical analysis. Fig. 5
shows the closed-loop system poles for a Keq in the range of 10 to 300 Nm−1

and two different transported masses.
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Figure 5: Closed-loop dominant pole positions in the Z-plane for Keq varying from 10 to 300.

The following points need to be kept in mind when designing the controller:
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Figure 6: Block diagram of local planner

• The system is always stable. However, some values of Keq are undesirable
since they bring the poles really close to the instability region. In the case
of small humanoid robots (Mc1 = Mc2 = 5.1Kg), the critical values are
roughly between 70 and 80 Nm−1.

• Fig. 5 points out that the oscillations in the closed-loop response can be
avoided by keeping the interaction coefficient (Keq) low.

• Transporting a heavier load has a stabilizing effect on the system response
since it reduces the oscillations at high values of Keq.

7. Local Planner for Cooperative Transportation

Although the previously presented architecture of ZMP preview controller
can ensure the robots stability, it cannot bring the system back to the desired
state contrarily to some other control schemes that enable reactive footstep
modification [7, 11, 30]. Therefore, it is the role of the local planner to ensure
that both robots follow their respective paths, it is decomposed into two modules
as presented in Fig. 6.

The first module is a conventional footstep planner [10, 17] that, using the
robots current position estimations and the global path, outputs high-level foot-
steps command to follow the global path. However, since it can be difficult for
a robot to position itself precisely in the world, another module is necessary to
ensure that the robots do not move too close or too far from each other. The
approach used here is to modify the footstep length, but another solution could
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Kp = Constant gain
Ri = Robot i footstep compensation
ǫ = Threshold value
RPerr = Relative Position error
ψ = Status flag State 1

R1 = 0
R2 = 0
ψ = 0

State4
R1 = KpRPerr

R2 = −KpRPerr

ψ = 0

State2
R1 = −KpRPerr

R2 = KpRPerr

ψ = 0

State5
R1 = KpRPerr

R2 = 0
ψ = 2

State3
R1 = 0

R2 = KpRPerr

ψ = 1

RPerr ≥
ǫ3

RPerr <
ǫ1

RPerr ≥
ǫ1

RPerr <
ǫ3

RPerr ≥
ǫ4

RPerr <
ǫ4

RPerr <
ǫ2

RPerr ≥
ǫ2

(a) Robots Synchronization FSM.

Robot1 Footsteps Robot2 Footsteps

ψ == 1 ψ == 2

Footstep =
Footstep + R1

Footstep =
Footstep + R2

No Footstep No Footstep

Robot1 Footsteps Robot2 Footsteps

No No

(b) Footstep modification procedure

Figure 7: Block diagrams of footstep modification procedure in the synchronization module.

have been to modify the step frequency of the robots [26]. The used module is
a finite-state machine (FSM) that modifies the footsteps command according to
the robots relative position error.

As can be seen in Fig. 7(a), there are five possible states :

State 1. The robots Relative Position error (RPerr) is small. No compensation is
needed.

State 2. The robots are too close to each other (RPerr < ǫ1). The leading robot
(robot 2) needs to speed up by taking bigger steps while the other robot
will slow down by taking smaller steps.

State 3. The stability of the system is compromised as the arms are close to the
limit (RPerr < ǫ2). The leading robot needs to speed up by taking bigger
steps while the other robot should stop walking and wait for the system
to come back to a more stable state.

State 4. The robots are too far from each other (RPerr > ǫ3). The leading robot
needs to slow down by taking smaller steps while the other robot will
speed up.

State 5. The stability of the system is compromised as the arms are extended to
the maximum operational space (RPerr > ǫ4). The leading robot will stop
walking while the other robot will walk faster until the system comes back
to a more stable state.

The thresholds ǫ1 and ǫ3 are added so that compensation is done only when
it is really needed. Whenever the footsteps are modified, the new resulting
footprints must be checked for collision using a map of the environment. As for
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the thresholds ǫ4 and ǫ5, they were added because of the important slipping of
the feet of Nao robot that was observed during the experimentations.

As shown in Fig. 6, the local planner needs both the estimated position of
the robots in the world frame, using the robot odometry (visual or other), as
well as an estimation of the robots relative position. An important assumption
is that the robots are able to estimate their relative position more accurately
than their global position.

In order to estimate the position between the two robots, two techniques
were considered :

• Vision-based technique

• Closed-loop kinematic

In the previous version of our framework [27], the global position of the
robots was monitored using a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
algorithm. The robots relative position was then computed and compared with
the already known object dimension to compute the relative position error. The
precision of the estimation was therefore highly dependent on the performance of
the localization algorithm, which turns out not to be enough for our application.

The approach was refined by adding a locally running optical flow based
module [28] that monitored the relative displacement of both robots using the
robot embedded camera. A relatively good performance was obtained using
this method but there were some drawbacks. First, the approach required some
pre-processing to find a set of good features to track and to set the reference of
the robots relative position. Second, an obvious requirement is that the robot
can see each other. This requirement goes against the objective of cooperative
transportation of a heavy or large object.

In the case of humanoid robots where most of the mass of the robot is located
at the torso, the distance between the robots torsos is equivalent to the distance
between their CoMs. As the transported table is rigid, the transformation
between the robots hands and the center of the table is constant, as shown
in Fig. 8. Therefore, using the knowledge of the object dimension, one can
compute the transformation between the robot torso i and the center of the
transported object as follows:

T ri
ob = midpoint(Thr

ri × T ob
hr , T

hl
ri × T ob

hl ) (21)

where T ri
ob is the homogeneous transformation matrix between the torso of robot

i and the center of the object, T
h(l/r)
ri is the transformation between the robot

torso and its left/right hand and T ob
h(l/r) is the transformation between the robot

hand and the center of the object. However, this time we assume that T ob
h(l/r) is

the actual transformation matrix and not simply a desired one. This assumption
is valid because the table is rigid. Therefore, the relative position between the
robots can be easily obtained with :

T r1
r2 = T r1

ob × (T r2
ob )

−1 (22)
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Figure 8: Transformation used to compute the distance between the robots torso

If the object dimensions are precisely known, the performance of the method
is only limited by the precision of kinematic model of the robot arms and the
joint encoders. In the case of Nao robot, the available magnetic rotary encoders
have a 12 bit precision that provides precision around 0.1◦. Considering the
small size of Nao robot, a maximum error within a couple of mm is to be ex-
pected for the arms forward kinematics. Another advantage is that the method
does not require a line of sight between the robots, thus allowing the robots to
transport a huge object while allocating the cameras to other tasks, navigation
for instance.

In the local control loop, it is not required to have an absolute transformation
between the robots, but instead each robot only monitors its arms positions with
respect to a reference/desirable position such as :

Th
ri = midpoint(Thr

ri , T
hl
ri ) (23)

Then, the rotation and position errors between the actual hand position and
the reference position for each robot can be found:

Re = Rhref ×RhT

Pe = Phref − Ph
(24)

where Re is a rotation matrix that expresses the orientation error, Rhref is
the desired orientation and Rh is obtained from the current transformation
matrix Th

ri . Pe, P
href and Ph are respectively the positional error, reference

position and actual position of the robot hands. All the rotation and position
are expressed in the robot reference frame. These errors can then be used by
the controller and by the local planner to adjust the footsteps and bring the
system back to the desired state.

8. Experiments and Results

Before testing the system on real robots, the soundness of the controller was
first asserted in simulation.
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8.1. Controller Validation (Simulation)

We have conducted two simulations:

• Case 1: The robots need to get closer or farther away from each other.

• Case 2: An external disturbance generates a rapid positional error between
the robots.

The first case may be observed in a situation where the robot footprints
are highly restricted, for instance in a cluttered environment. In this situation,
the robots must remain stable despite the generated internal force. The second
situation simply represents a case where one of the robot slips and an internal
force is rapidly introduced in the system. The goal is then to bring the system
back to the desired state while remaining stable.

The following parameters, which represent realistic values for our Nao robots,
are used in simulation : g = 9.81m.s−2 , T = 16.7ms (F = 60Hz which is
the frequency that we used in the real experiments on the Nao robots), Mc1,2 =

5.1 kg, K1,2 = 100Nm−1, m0 = 1 kg, zc1,2 = 0.315m , L = 0.20m, xh1
ref

=

0.1m, xh2
ref

= −0.1m.
As for the controller, we used the MPC approach with the following param-

eters: N T = 1.2 s , Qe = 1 , R = 10−6, Qx = 0 and Qd = 0.
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Figure 9: Simulation result for the optimal scenario where the robots are moving in a sym-
metrical way.

In all scenarios, the reference ZMP trajectories are generated so as to keep
the ZMP in the middle of the support foot of each robot. Fig. 9 presents
the ideal case where both robots are given symmetrical footstep commands at
the same time. As can be seen, both robots are able to follow their respective
reference ZMP trajectory and move in a perfectly symmetrical motion with their
torsos remaining at the same relative distance during the whole trajectory.
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8.1.1. Robustness to Planned Error

This situation represents the case where the robots cannot maintain a con-
stant distance between them because of the environment. For example, the
robot may need to get close or farther from each other to access a particularly
restricted area. To simulate this case, the robot 2 executes bigger footsteps
which results in an increased displacement of 2 cm in comparison to its partner
as shown in Fig. 10. The relative displacement of robot 2 can be figured out by
comparing its ZMP to the green dashed line which corresponds to the original
position of the ZMP if it had executed symmetrical footsteps with respect to
robot 1. Again, the results show that the robots are able to follow their respec-
tive reference ZMP trajectory despite the interaction force that is generated.
However, in order to do so, both robots move their torsos far away from each
other for a total displacement of 8 cm as shown in Fig. 10(b). As noted in Sec-
tion 6.3, this behavior might generate problems since the robot arm movement
is restricted.
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Figure 10: Simulation where robot 2 executes two footsteps that are 1 cm longer than the
footsteps of robot 1.

In order to reduce the torso displacement, we can increase the weight on the
relative torso displacement in the minimization objective defined in section 6.3.
For example, Fig. 11 presents the results of the same scenario as Fig. 10 except
thatQd was increased from 0 to 10−3. As can be seen, the new objective function
effectively reduced the relative torso displacement. An interesting observation
is that the relative torso displacement was reduced by about 3 cm, or 1.5 cm
per robot while introducing a ZMP tracking error of only 4 mm per robot.
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Figure 11: Same experiment as in Fig. 10 while minimizing the objective function (20) instead
of (17).

8.1.2. Robustness to disturbance

A challenging problem with controlling the robot-load-robot system is the
fact that positional errors are sometimes introduced rapidly in the system. For
example, Fig. 12 shows the results of an experiment where two Nao robots
were placed in front of each other and symmetrical footstep commands were
sent to both of them. During the experiment, one of the robots was monitoring
its relative distance from the other robot using an RGB-D Camera (Asus Xtion
Pro-Live). Fig. 12 points out that the robots can’t maintain a constant distance
from each other even though they received identical commands. However, it is
interesting to notice that the error increase incrementally in synchronization
with the footsteps, this behavior is expected since the error mostly occurs when
the robot foot lands on the floor. This kind of error is really problematic for
the controller as instead of handling an error that increases gradually, it should
handle relatively big and instantaneous variations of the error.

To simulate this case, let us analyze the controller behavior when an instan-
taneous error of 2 cm is added to the state of robot 2 (i.e. a 2 cm foot slip).
As can be seen in Fig. 13, an undesirable motion of the robots CoMs is notice-
able as the robots first move their torsos closer to each other, and then rapidly
bring them backward. In this simulation, the reference ZMP trajectories are
only moved to the new feet positions at the end of the preview window which
is about two footsteps. A simple solution was to simply offset the reference
ZMP trajectory by the error terms, thereby repositioning it at the current foot
position. As can be seen in Fig. 14, using this simple solution greatly reduced
the undesirable behavior in the CoM motion.
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Figure 12: Relative displacement between the two robots while they walk freely and given the
same commands.
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Figure 13: Simulation result for a scenario where an instantaneous positioning error is added
to robot 2
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Figure 14: Simulation result for a scenario where an instantaneous position error is added to
robot 2 and the ZMP reference trajectory is offset in accordance with the detected error

8.2. Real Robot Experiments and Results

The framework was tested and validated on a team of two Nao humanoid
robots transporting an object placed on a light and rigid table. The next sub-
sections describe the details of the implementation on the Nao robot and the
conducted experiments.

8.2.1. Compliance Control of Nao Robot Arms

As mentioned in Section 4, the arms compliance is a critical component of
robot-robot cooperation. In that section, the most common active compliance
implementation method relies on F/T sensors measurements was presented.
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However, regarding the Nao robot, a major implementation challenge is the
estimation of the external force applied to the robot using the available sensors.
Although good results were obtained using the method presented in [13], the
performance degrades during the cooperative transportation task. The main
problem is that the force observer relies on the IMU, motor encoders and Force
Sensitive Resistors (FSR) under the robot feet. However, during a cooperative
transportation task, the interaction between the robots often causes a bad or
lost contact of the feet on the floor which results in unreliable data from the
FSR.

Thereby, to implement a compliance control of Nao arms, the force observer
[13] was used in combination with a joint level compliance strategy. It is pos-
sible to estimate the magnitude and direction of an external force applied to a
manipulator if an accurate dynamic model of the robot is available and if the
torques applied by the motors are known [22, 23]. The approach can also be
extended to humanoid robots [24], albeit it is more difficult since this type of
robot is not rigidly attached to a base.

First, the torque due to the robot mass and transported object must be
isolated. To do so, it is possible to use the following inverse dynamic equation:

τ = B(q) q̈ + C(q, q̇) q̇ + g(q) + JT (q)F (25)

where J is the Jacobian matrix of the considered chain, τ is the joint torques,
B(q) is the inertia matrix, C(q, q̇) q̇ includes the Coriolis and centrifugal forces,
g(q) is the gravity terms, F is the external force applied at the end-effector, and
q, q̇, q̈ are respectively the position, velocity and acceleration of the joints.

The equation can be simplified since we estimate the torque when the arms
are not moving (q̇ = q̈ = 0) and we do not consider external forces. Therefore,
we obtain:

τ̂ = g(q) (26)

The external force can then be easily obtained by subtracting this torque
from the measured one to get the external force applied to the humanoid arms:

τm − τ̂ = JT (q)F (27)

where τm is the measured torques.
In [24], the authors applied the above approach to a Nao robot to estimate

a force applied anywhere on the body of the robot. Although great results
were obtained in simulation, the implementation on a real Nao robot was rather
inaccurate mostly because of the large static friction at the joints of the robot.
However, in our case, we can greatly simplify the problem since we know the
point of application of the interaction force. In a natural body configuration,
in which the upper and lower arms are perpendicular as depicted in Fig. 1, an
external force applied to the hands in the x-axis can be observed using only a
single motor in the arm.

We decided to implement the arms compliance as an error minimization
problem at the joint level. Referring to Nao robots official documentation [3],
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we considered the shoulder pitch motor position error as an estimation of the
interaction force. This is because the Nao arm motors are controlled through
a PD controller, making it possible to determine the motor output torque with
the following linear approximation [24]:

τm = K (qd − q) (28)

where (qd−q) is the position error andK is a constant coefficient that depends on
multiple parameters of the joint motor (e.g. reduction ratio). Compared to our
observer [13], the motor error signal (qd− q) is less noisy, and more importantly
only detects the forces that are applied to the robot hands. However, as pointed
out in [24], the error signal is only meaningful with a large interaction force that
produces a relatively high signal to noise ratio. Therefore, this strategy was used
in conjunction with our force observer as depicted in Fig. 15.

Kp1 IK Robot

Force observerKp2

∆q

Motor encoders

qrefe e +∆xh1 ∆xh

xc
ẋc
ẍc
px

Fx

∆xh2

xh

−

qe

Figure 15: Arm Compliance Controller

Fig. 15 shows the control loop used to implement a compliant behavior of
the Nao robot arms. The main component is a feedback loop that keeps the
shoulder pitch motor position error (qe) close to a reference value (qrefe ) by
moving the arms/hands (xh) in the direction of the errors. Kp1

and Kp2
are

proportional gains and IK stands for Inverse Kinematics algorithm that converts
the shoulder displacement (q) into an equivalent hand displacement (∆xh), the
aim being to move the shoulders while keeping the hands in a parallel plane with
respect to the floor. The secondary component is a feedforward compensation
that is computed using the output from our external force observer [13], Fx.
The estimated force Fx is converted into a relative hands displacement (∆xh2 )
using a proportional gain and injected into the main loop. This architecture
increases the controller robustness as the arms will only move rapidly if a force
is detected in both the joint and the operational spaces. However, because of the
modeling errors and in order to have a stable compliance controller, we added
threshold values to both e and Fx, that means if e and Fx are within a set of
thresholds, their values are not used and simply considered as 0.

The performance of the compliance controller was validated by a spring-
based force sensor as well as by our external force observer [13]. As shown
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in Fig. 16, a stiffness coefficient of 50 Nm−1 seems to model the compliance
mechanism reasonably well, therefore we used that value in our implementation.
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Figure 16: Displacement of the arms and the estimated external force using [13]

8.2.2. Estimating the mass

The limited sensor set of the Nao robot has motivated the development
of a model-based controller instead of solely relying on sensor measurements
to estimate the system state vector. However, similarly to the robots relative
distance estimation during the execution of the task, the transported mass is
also an important part of the model that must also be estimated.

To this end, we used the external force observer described in [13]. The
transported mass could then be directly estimated using the observed force
along the vertical axis, Fz, as follows:

m0 =
Fz

g
(29)

Fig. 17 presents the force observer outputs of one of the robots when they
are immobile and a mass of 1.13 kg is added in the center of the transported
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Figure 17: Estimated force by the force observer [13] when a mass of 1.13 kg is placed on the
transported table.

rigid table. As can be seen, Fz is estimated at around 6N whereas the expected
value is 5.54N by assuming that the mass is uniformly split between the two
robots.

Once the mass is found, the optimal feedback gains (or the matrices used
in the QP formulation) are computed once and can then be used for the whole
task. It is also possible to precompute a set of gains for different masses as
shown in [15].

8.2.3. Experiments

We validated the proposed framework through several experiments of trans-
porting a variety of objects ranging in size and in mass (0-2.13Kg). A selection
of representative tests is shown in the video attached to this paper. During all
experiments, the robots used a light cardboard table, of about 60 cm in length
and 20 cm in width, and moved using a pace gait (legs on the same side move
at the same time) to carry numerous objects as depicted in Fig. 18.

The experiments were carried out at low-speed (≈ 2cm · s−1) in large part
because of the important oscillation in the joints of the robots that occurs
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(a) Empty table

(b) Books

(c) Wood scraps

(d) Large bucket

(e) A mass of 2.23 Kg

Figure 18: Experiments with two Nao robots using a table to transport a variety of objects.
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when transporting a heavy object. Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 respectively present
the relative displacement between the robots and the robot 1 ZMP during two
experiments. As can be seen, the robots displacement is synchronized in both
cases as the distance between the robots do not vary much. Also, the walk is
stable as the ZMP is kept well within the support region for most of the motions
thereby validating our controller.

A problem that we have encountered during the experiments is that some-
times an important slipping of the robots feet occurred during the execution of
the task. Although the stability of the system was always maintained, the speed
and performance could certainly be enhanced by developing a stabilizer that is
consistent with the controller proposed in this paper. Lastly, as can be seen in
the screenshots of the experiments (Fig. 18), the table is not completely rigid
and it sometimes bent because of the weight and its legs did not stay parallel.
As a result, the performance of the arm controller was degraded, and the arms
motion range was quite small (≈ 5cm).

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a control framework for the cooperative trans-
portation of a heavy or large object by two humanoid robots. The main building
blocks are a local footstep planner, a compliant control of the arms and a ZMP-
based pattern generator. The ZMP controller uses a complete dynamic model of
the task to ensure the stability of the system. This controller formulation is par-
ticularly interesting for smaller humanoid robots in comparison to sensor-based
approaches that rely on measurements from force/torque sensors.

Cooperative transportation by humanoids is a topic that has received rel-
atively few attention despite its relevance in multiple scenarios. This article
explored both the theoretical and practical sides of the problem. Even though
the focus was on the actual implementation on the Nao robotic platform, we
also discussed how the mass of the transported object and the interaction force
model impact the stability of the robots during the execution of the task. These
results can be generalized to other humanoid robots and can help in designing
a controller that makes the most out of the used platform. Notably, an interest-
ing option would be to unify the arms control and the ZMP preview controller
into a single module, thereby providing the ability to modify the interaction
model (stiffness coefficient K) to stabilize the system. Another interesting op-
tion would be to give the controller the ability to modify the footsteps during
execution to increase the responsiveness of the controller. Moreover, replacing
the predicted state by the measured one as a feedback in the controller would
improve its robustness. Finally, a limiting factor to the performance of the ap-
proach on the Nao was the important joint oscillation and foot slipping due to
the physically challenging nature of the task. As mentioned briefly before, we
believe the system would greatly benefit from the development of a low-level
stabilizer for the Nao and it is a priority for future work.
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Figure 19: The relative displacement of the robots during two experiments
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Figure 20: Robot 1 ZMP during two experiments. The stability limits (in red) represent the
size of the robot foot, the desired ZMP position (in green) is located in the middle of the
support foot.
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Appendix A. Proof of Eq (2):

Let the ZMP on the horizontal ground be given by the following vector:

p =
[
px py

]T (A.1)

where px and py are respectively the projections of the ZMP on the x and y
axis. Let us suppose that the robot CoM is subject to external force F ext and
external moment τ ext.

To compute p, one can use the following formula:

p = N
n× τ o

(fo|n)
(A.2)

where the operators × and (.|.) design respectively the cross and scalar products,
and

• N is a constant matrix

N =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
(A.3)

.

• the vector n is the normal vector on the horizontal ground
(
n =

[
0 0 1

]T)
.

• The vector fo is the result of the gravity, inertial and external forces:

fo =Mcg −Mc Ẍc + F ext (A.4)

where g denotes the gravity acceleration (g = −gn), Mc is the total mass
of the humanoid robot, and Ẍc = [ẍc ÿc z̈c]

T is the acceleration of the
CoM. F ext = [Fx Fy Fz]

T is the external force applied to the humanoid
robot.

The normal force is given by the following expression:

(fo|n) = fon = −Mc g −Mc z̈c + Fz (A.5)
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• τ o denotes the moment of the external force and the moment of the force
fo about the origin of the fixed world frame in addition to the external
moment τ ext, it is given by the following expression:

τ o =Xc × fo + τ ext (A.6)

where Xc =
[
xc yc zc

]T
is the Cartesian position of CoM.

Thus, we obtain:

p =



px

py




=



xc +

Mc zc
fo
n

ẍc −
zc
fo
n

Fx − 1
fo
n

τexty

yc +
Mc zc
fo
n

ÿc −
zc
fo
n

Fy +
1
fo
n

τextx




(A.7)
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